
 

Ideas for running a Shakespeare contest in schools 
 
 
The BBC invites every secondary school in the UK to nominate a child to take part in a contest to perform a 
Shakespearean speech. Nominations must be made by 31 July 2011. Running a school competition is a great way 
to interest the whole school in Shakespeare and will help you to select a pupil to take part in the BBC’s actor-led 
workshops and regional heats.   
 
Here are some ideas for schools to draw from. We hope it’s fun and that you will want to make it an annual event. 
Let us know how you get on by emailing offbyheart@bbc.co.uk the best stories may be featured in our newsletter. 
 
 
Benefits of a Shakespeare Recital Contest 
 

• Supporting the curriculum through extending core study for English and Drama at Key Stages 3 & 4. 
Learning off by heart is an effective way to increase understanding as it helps to unlock language and 
meaning.  

• Increasing students’ confidence by offering alternative ways to engage with Shakespeare and helping 
different students to shine. 

• Raising the profile of the school in the wider community, through local publicity and involving local 
businesses and theatres. 

 
 
Eight simple steps to running a school recital contest  
 

• Promote the contest with Off By Heart posters displayed around the school.  

• Ask pupils to register their interest by signing up. 

• Give pupils the set list of speeches to choose from and Top Tips for Learning a Speech Off By Heart. 

• Run a lunchtime performance workshop for pupils who have signed up.  
(You can find workshop ideas in Activities to Explore Language and Meaning.) 

• First-round judging in school hall over lunchtimes, after school or during lesson time. 

• Judges select finalists. (You can use our judging criteria.) 

• Grand Final 

• Winner announced in prize-giving assembly. Local press invited. 
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Key people involved 
 
 
Students: Getting students excited about Shakespeare can sometimes be a challenge; here are some ideas that 
may inspire them to take to the stage: 
 

• The winner of the contest could represent the school at Off By Heart regional heats. They will get a fantastic 
experience of being part of a BBC event and learning from professional actors.  

• Depending on budget, all finalists could be awarded a high street or music voucher or cinema tickets and 
the overall winner could receive a small cup. If you decide to run this as an annual event, you could engrave 
the winner’s name onto a school trophy. Approach local businesses connected with the school – they may 
be able to donate prizes.   

• Introduce the contest in class by showing some clips of well-known celebrities like Larry Lamb, Ashley 
Waters and Katy Brand tackling Shakespearean speeches. Each speech is accompanied by context and 
performance notes. 

• Use the BBC-branded posters to promote the competition and create a buzz. 

• Offer a special ‘one–off’ drama workshop for all participants. You could deliver this yourself using Activities 
to Explore Language and Meaning or invite a local drama/theatre group to run a lunchtime or after-school 
session. 

• Increase the competitive element by selecting a finalist from each class or ‘house’.  

 
 
Judges: Ideally there are at least two judges at each round. Here are some things to consider:  
 

• It will help speed up the judging process if your panel have an interest in English or Drama and are familiar 
with at least some of Shakespeare’s plays.  

• Give the judges speech texts and judging criteria well in advance. 

• In the interests of fairness try to have at least one external person on the judging panel for the final. 
 

 
If you are able to involve some people from the local community in the judging process, it will increase your chances 
of getting the local paper interested in covering the contest. You could invite:  
 

• someone from a local theatre or drama group  

• an education outreach officer or artistic director from a local theatre 

• an actor appearing in a local production (check local events listings) 

• a local celebrity (your local library may know some friendly, ‘high-profile’ people, as sometimes they have 
well-known local authors or actors at library events)  

• a past pupil with a theatre connection 

• a school governor 

• Head of English or Drama in the local education authority
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Speeches 
It is a good idea to offer a set list of speeches that pupils can choose from. You could select the speeches based on 
the play(s) taught in your school. Or, you could use the list of 18 speeches that we have selected for Off By Heart.  
 
Things to consider: 
 

• stress that there is no right way to interpret a speech. If you are using the Off By Heart speech list, 
encourage pupils to use the Text and Performance Notes to help them find a personal approach. 

• If you are selecting your own speeches, offer a variety of lengths and complexities to encourage all abilities 
to get involved. Also, offer a range of themes, moods and characters. 

 
 
Judging criteria 
Here are some criteria you could use. It’s a good idea to tell pupils how they will be judged.  
Marks are awarded for each of the following four categories, up to 10 marks per criterion, with a maximum score of 
40 points available to each student: 
 

1. Recitation: Is the speech recited in full from memory (with no prompt notes) with each word articulated 
audibly?  

 
2. Voice: Is the delivery expressive? Does the student show comprehension of the speech, and is this 

understanding conveyed to the audience (through volume, pace, pitch, etc.)?  
 

3. Physicality: Does the student inhabit the meaning of the language through physical expression (movement, 
gestures, expressions, stance, posture, eye contact, etc.) that enhance the speech and its performance?   

 
4. Shows potential: Consider how watchable and memorable their performance is and the potential to 

develop further in the final, with the benefit of expert tuition. 
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Shakespeare Recital Contest - Score Sheet 
 

Date  
Judge’s Name  
Student’s Name  
Age  
Speech  

 
Marks are awarded for each of the following four categories, up to 10 marks per criterion, 
with a maximum score of 40 points available to each student: 

 
1. Recitation: Is the speech recited in full from memory (with no prompt notes) with each 
word articulated audibly?  
 
 
 
 
 
2. Voice: Is the delivery expressive? Does the student show comprehension of the speech, 
and is this understanding conveyed to the audience (through volume, pace, pitch, etc.)?  
 
 
 
 
 
3. Physicality: Does the student inhabit the meaning of the language through physical 
expression (movement, gestures, expressions, stance, posture, eye contact, etc.) that 
enhance the speech and its performance?   

 
 
 
 

4. Shows potential: Consider how watchable and memorable their performance is and the 
potential to develop further in the final with the benefit of expert tuition. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

OVERALL SCORE…………………………………………………….. 
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